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They love Josh Allen in Buffalo. That became clear last year when his grandmother died, and fans flooded John R. Oishei Children’s Hospital with donations in the name of Patricia Allen. There’s a new ...
Second edition of Josh Allen cereal is coming
From the power of trust to why women are still taken less seriously than men — here are this month’s top titles ...
FT business books: July edition
The Negotiator’s Fieldbook is an excellent and diverse anthology about cutting edge issues of negotiation, which reflects insightful effort by the editors in assembling thoughtful and well-researched ...
Book Review: The Negotiator's Fieldbook
He is the author of The Negotiation Fieldbook (McGraw-Hill 2nd Edition, 2010); Tear Down the Wall: Be Your Own Mediator in Conflict (Optimality, 2013); and the forthcoming America’s Peacemakers: The ...
A New ICON for Negotiation Advice
Convergence of central and eastern-European EU members towards older ones with high minimum wages is much stronger than in the Mediterranean countries.
Minimum wages rise, but more slowly
Immediately prior to the emergence of SARS-CoV-2 and the ensuing global COVID-19 pandemic, global health policy experienced a peak in political attention for Universal Health Coverage (UHC) as a key ...
Health system governance and the UHC agenda: key learnings from the COVID-19 pandemic
Sgts. Andre Davis, Christina Reifsteck, Eric Starkey, Dave Griffet, Orval Stuckemeyer and Travis Brown; Lt. Tony Shaw; Det. Kaitlin Fisher; ...
Called to Serve, Part 2: 10 local law enforcement officers on their journey to the job
Plus, the contract situations for Josh Allen, Lamar Jackson and Baker Mayfield, the coach on the hottest seat, Justin Fields’s opportunity and more.
Mailbag: The Latest on Rodgers and Watson
That was because, earlier in the day, ESPN pulled Nichols as the network continued to attempt to get a handle on the controversy ignited by the NYT story. But while it pulled Nichols from sideline ...
ESPN attempts to contain controversy embroiling the network as NBA Finals get underway
Obviously, the bipartisan group is expected to head to the White House late Thursday morning to talk about this negotiation with ... the official said. The second track, budget reconciliation ...
A bipartisan infrastructure plan has a breakthrough in Congress -- but it's not over yet
U.S. President Joe Biden has few real diplomatic alternatives to trying to persuade Iran to resume compliance with the 2015 nuclear deal and all appear harder to achieve, current and former U.S. and ...
Analysis-Despite talk of options on Iran, U.S. has few good ones
McKenzie Milton and D’Eriq King weren’t the only players with state ties to cash in during the first day of college sports’ NIL era.
Name, image and likeness deals started at midnight for a one-employee Tampa tech company
At the second edition of the UN Trade Forum which was ... It precedes a series of major global, multilateral negotiation moments geared towards striking a balance between economic recovery and ...
Nigeria, others need time to build sustainability, says Okonjo-Iweala
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi kept us waiting, but we finally found out who she’d pick for the select committee to investigate Jan. 6. The next part will be harder. What don’t we know? A lot. We still ...
What’s next for the Jan. 6 select committee
Apart from holding the BRI investment promotion forum and the modern agriculture cooperation conference and other meetings, the fifth edition of ... are accelerating the negotiation pace of ...
Expo to boost trade ties between China, Arab countries
Apart from holding the BRI investment promotion forum and the modern agriculture cooperation conference and other meetings, the fifth edition of the expo to be ... China and its partners are ...
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